A parameter-less adaptive penalty scheme for steady-state genetic algorithms applied to constrained optimization problems is proposed. For each constraint, a penalty parameter is adaptively computed along the run according to information extracted from the current population such as the existence of feasible individuals and the level of violation of each constraint. Using real coding, rank-based selection, and operators available in the literature, very good results are obtained.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are weak search algorithms which can be directly applied to unconstrained optimization problems where one seeks for an element x belonging to the search space S, which minimizes (or maximizes) the real function f . Such EAs usually employ a fitness function closely related to f .
The straightforward application of EAs to constrained optimization problems (COPs) is not possible due to the additional requirement that a set of constraints must be satisfied. Several difficulties may arise: (i)the objective function may be undefined for some or all infeasible elements, (ii)the check for feasibility can be more expensive than the computation of the objective function value, and (iii)an informative measure of the degree of infeasibility of a given candidate solution is not easily defined. It is easy to see that even if both the objective function f (x) and a measure of constraint violation v(x) are defined for all x ∈ S it is not possible to know in general which of two given infeasible solutions is closer to the optimum and thus should be operated upon or kept in the population. For minimization problems, for instance, one can have f (x 1 ) > f(x 2 ) and v(x 1 ) = v(x 2 ) or f (x 1 ) = f (x 2 ) and v(x 1 ) > v(x 2 ) and still have x 1 closer to the optimum.
It is also important to note that -for convenience and easier reproducibilitymost comparisons between EAs in the literature have been conducted in problems with constraints which can be written as g i (x) ≤ 0, where each g i (x) is a given explicit function of the independent(design) variable x ∈ IR n . Although the available test problems attempt to represent different types of difficulties one is expected to encounter when dealing with practical situations, very often the constraints cannot be put explicitly in the form g i (x) ≤ 0. For instance, in structural engineering design most constraints (such as stress and deformation) are only known as implicit functions of the design variables. In order to check if a constraint has been violated, a whole computational simulation (carried out by a specific code expending considerable computational resources) is required.
The techniques for handling constraints within EAs can be classified either as direct (feasible or interior), when only feasible elements in S are considered or as indirect (exterior), when both feasible and infeasible elements are used during the search process. Direct techniques comprise the use of: a) closed genetic operators (in the sense that when applied to feasible parents they produce feasible offspring) which can be designed provided enough domain knowledge is available [1] , b) special decoders [2] (which always generate feasible individuals from any given genotype) although no applications considering implicit constraints have been published, c) repair techniques [3, 4] which use domain knowledge in order to move an infeasible offspring into the feasible set (a challenge when implicit constraints are present), and d) "the death penalty", when any infeasible element is simply discarded irrespective of its potential information content.
Summarizing, direct techniques are problem dependent (with the exception of the "death penalty") and actually of extremely reduced practical applicability.
Indirect techniques comprise the use of: a) Lagrange multipliers [5] , which may also lead to a min-max problem defined for the associated Lagrangean L(x, λ) where the primal variables x and the multipliers λ are approximated by two different populations in a coevolutionary GA [6] , b) fitness as well as constraint violation values in a multi-objective optimization setting [7] , c) special selection techniques [8] , and d) "lethalization": any infeasible offspring is just assigned a given, very low, fitness value [9] . For other methods proposed in the evolutionary computation literature see [1, 10, 11, 12, 13] and references therein.
Methods to tackle COPs which require the knowledge of constraints in explicit form have thus limited practical applicability. This fact, together with simplicity of implementation are perhaps the main reasons why penalty techniques, in spite of their shortcomings, are the most popular ones.
In a previous paper [14] a penalty scheme which does not require the knowledge of the explicit form of the constraints as a function of the decision/design variables and is free of parameters to be set by the user was developed. In contrast with previous approaches where a single penalty parameter is used for all constraints, an adaptive scheme automatically sizes the penalty parameter corresponding to each constraint along the evolutionary process. However, the method was conceived for a generational genetic algorithm (GA), where the fitness of the whole population is computed at each generation.
In this paper, the procedure proposed in [14] is extended to the case of a steady-state GA where, in each "generation", usually only one or two (in general just a few) new individuals are introduced in the population. Substantial modifications were necessary in order to finally obtain a robust procedure capable of reaching very good results in a standard test-problem suite.
In the next section the penalty method and some of its implementations within EAs are presented. In Section 3 the proposed adaptive scheme for steadystate GAs is discussed, Section 4 presents numerical experiments with several test-problems from the literature and the paper closes with some conclusions.
Penalty Methods
A standard COP in R n can be thought of as the minimization of a given objective function f (x), where x ∈ R n is the vector of design/decision variables, subject to inequality constraints g p (x) ≥ 0, p = 1, 2, . . . ,p as well as equality constraints h q (x) = 0, q = 1, 2, . . . ,q. Additionally, the variables may be subject to bounds
but this type of constraint is trivially enforced in a GA and need not be considered here.
Penalty techniques can be classified as multiplicative or additive. In the multiplicative case [15] , a positive penalty factor p(v(x), T ) is introduced in order to amplify the value of the fitness function of an infeasible individual in a minimization problem. One would have p(v(x), T ) = 1 for a feasible candidate solution x and p(v(x), T ) > 1 otherwise. Also, p(v(x), T ) increases with the "temperature" T and with constraint violation. An initial value for the temperature is required as well as the definition of a function such that T grows with the generation number. This type of penalty has received much less attention in the evolutionary computation (EC) community than the additive type. In the additive case, a penalty functional is added to the objective function in order to define the fitness value of an infeasible element. They can be further divided into: (a)interior techniques 1 and (b)exterior techniques, where a penalty functional is introduced
such that P (x) = 0 if x is feasible and P (x) > 0 otherwise (for minimization problems). In both cases, as k → ∞, the sequence of minimizers of the unconstrained problem converges to the solution of the original constrained one. Defining the amount of violation of the j-th constraint by the candidate solution x ∈ R n as
it is common to design penalty functions that grow with the vector of violations v(x) ∈ R m where m =p +q is the number of constraints to be penalized. The most popular penalty function is given by
where β = 2. Although it is easy to obtain the unconstrained problem, the definition of a good penalty parameter k is usually a time-consuming trial-anderror process.
Powell & Skolnick [16] proposed a method enforcing the superiority of any feasible solution over any infeasible one defining the fitness as
where θ(t, x) is conveniently defined and r is a constant.
A variant, (see Deb [17] ) uses the fitness function:
where f max is the objective function value of the worst feasible solution.
Besides the widely used case of a single constant penalty parameter k, several other proposals are available [18, 10, 19] and some of them, more closely related to the work presented here, will be briefly discussed in the following.
Related Methods in the Literature
Two-level Penalties. Le Riche et al. [20] present a GA where two fixed penalty parameters k 1 and k 2 are used independently in two different populations. The idea is to create two sets of candidate solutions where one of them is evaluated with the parameter k 1 and the other with the parameter k 2 . With k 1 k 2 there are two different levels of penalization and there is a higher chance of maintaining feasible as well as infeasible individuals in the population and to get offspring near the boundary between the feasible and infeasible regions.
Multiple Coefficients. Homaifar et al. [21] proposed different penalty coefficients for different levels of violation of each constraint. The fitness function is written as
where i denotes one of the l levels of violation defined for the j−th constraint. This is an attractive strategy because, at least in principle, it allows for a good control of the penalization process. The weakness of this method is the large number, m(2l + 1), of parameters that must be set by the user for each problem.
Dynamic Coefficients. Joines & Houck [22] proposed that the penalty parameters should vary dynamically along the search according to an exogenous schedule. The fitness function F (x) was written as in (1) and (2) with the penalty parameter, given by k = (C × t) α , increasing with the generation number t.
Adaptive Penalties. A procedure where the penalty parameters change according to information gathered during the evolution process was proposed by Bean & Hadj-Alouane [23] . The fitness function is again given by (1) and (2) but with the penalty parameter k = λ(t) adapted at each generation by the rules:
where b i is the best element at generation i, F is the feasible set, β 1 = β 2 and β 1 , β 2 > 1. In this method the penalty parameter of the next generation λ(t + 1) decreases when all best elements in the last g generations were feasible, increases if all best elements were infeasible and otherwise remains without change.
The method proposed by Coit et al. [24] , uses the fitness function:
where F all (t) corresponds to the best solution, until the generation t (without penalty), F feas corresponds to the best feasible solution and α is a constant. Schoenauer & Xanthakis [25] presented a strategy that handles constrained problems in stages: (i) initially, a randomly generated population is evolved considering only the first constraint until a certain percentage of the population is feasible with respect to that constraint; (ii) the final population of the first stage of the process is used in order to optimize with respect to the second constraint. During this stage, the elements that had violated the previous constraint are removed from the population, (iii) the process is repeated until all the constraints are processed. This strategy becomes less attractive as the number of constraints grows and is potentially dependent on the order in which the constraints are processed.
Recently, Hamida & Schoenauer [26] proposed an adaptive scheme using a niching technique with adaptive radius to handle multimodal functions.
Other Techniques. Runarsson & Yao[8] presented a novel approach where a good balance between the objective and the penalty function values is sought by means of a stochastic ranking scheme. However, there is a parameter, P f , (the probability of using only the objective function for ranking infeasible individuals) that must be set by the user.
Later, Wright & Farmani [27] proposed a method that requires no parameters and aggregates all constraint violations in a single infeasibility measure.
For constraint satisfaction problems, adaptive EAs have been developed succesfuly by Eiben and co-workers (see [28] ).
The Proposed Method
In a previous paper [14] a penalty scheme was proposed which adaptively sizes the penalty coefficient of each constraint using information from the population such as the average of the objective function and the level of violation of each constraint. The fitness function was written as:
where
and f (x) is the average of the objective function values in the current population. The penalty parameter was defined at each generation by:
and v l (x) is the violation of the l-th constraint averaged over the current population. The idea is that the penalty coefficients should be distributed in such a way that those constraints which are more difficult to be satisfied should have a relatively higher penalty coefficient. It is also clear that the notion of the superiority of any feasible over any infeasible solution [16] is not enforced here.
It must be observed that in all procedures where a penalty coefficient varies along the run one must ensure that the fitness value of all elements is computed with the same penalty coefficient(s) so that standard selection schemes remain valid. For a generational GA, one can simply update the coefficient(s) every, say g, generations. As the concept of generation does not hold for a steady-state GA extra care must be taken in order to ensure that selection (for reproduction as well as for replacement) works properly.
A straightforward extension of that penalty procedure [14] to the steady-state case would be to periodically update the penalty coefficients and the fitness function values for the population. However, in spite of using a real-coding, the results obtained were inferior to those of the binary-coded generational case [14] .
Further modifications are then proposed here for the steady-state version of that penalty scheme. The fitness function is still computed according to (3) . However, h and the penalty coefficients are redefined respectively as h = f (x worst ) if there is no feasible element in the population, f (x bestf easible ) otherwise (6)
Also, every time a better feasible element is found (or the number of new elements inserted into the population reaches a certain level) h is redefined and all fitness values are recomputed using the updated penalty coefficients. The updating of each penalty coefficient is performed in such a way that no reduction in its value is allowed. For convenience one should keep, for each individual in the population, the objective function value and all constraint violations . The fitness function value is then computed using (6), (7), and (3).
It is clear from the definition of h in (6) that if no feasible element is present in the population one is actually minimizing a measure of the distance of the individuals to the feasible set since the actual value of the objective function is not taken into account. However, when a feasible element is found then it immediately enters the population since, after updating all fitness values using (6), (7), and (3), it becomes the element with the best fitness value.
A pseudo-code for the proposed adaptive penalty scheme for a steady-state GA can be written as shown in Figure 1 . Numerical experiments are then presented in the following section. Fig. 1 . Pseudo-code for the steady-state GA with adaptive penalty scheme. (ninser is a counter for the number of offspring inserted in the population, popsize is the population size and r is a fixed constant that was set to 3 in all cases)
Numerical Experiments
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed penalty procedure, the 11 well known G1-G11 test-functions presented by Koziel & Michalewicz [2] are considered. The G-Suite is made up of different kinds of functions and involves constraints given by linear inequalities, nonlinear equalities, and nonlinear inequalities. An extended discussion involving each one of these problems and other techniques from the evolutionary computation literature can be found in [29] .
A simple real-coded steady-state GA with a linear ranking selection scheme was implemented. The operators used were: (i) random mutation (which modifies a randomly chosen variable of the selected parent to a random value uniformly distributed between the lower and upper bounds of the corresponding variable), (ii) non-uniform mutation (as proposed by Michalewicz [30] ), (iii) Muhlenbein's mutation (as described in [31] ), (iv) multi-parent discrete crossover (which generates an offspring by randomly taking each allele from one of the n p selected parents), and (v) Deb's SBX crossover as described in [32] .
No parameter tuning was attempted. The same probability of application (namely 0.2) was assigned to all operators above, n p was set to 4, and η was set to 2 in SBX. This set of values was applied to all test-problems in order to demonstrate the robustness of the procedure. Each equality constraint was converted into one inequality constraint of the form |h(x)| ≤ 0.0001. Enlarging the set of operators, changing the relative probabilities of application, population size, or parameters associated with operators in each case could of course lead to local performance gains.
The Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the results obtained for the G1-G11 testfunctions, in 20 independent runs, using a population containing 800 individuals and a maximum number of function evaluations n eval set to 320000, 640000, 1120000, and 1440000, respectively. It is clear that good results were found for all test-functions and at all levels of n eval .
The Table 5 displays a comparison of results found in the Experiment 3 (Table 3 ) -where n eval = 1120000-and the results found in the Experiment #2 of [14] where a generational binary-coded GA -with popsize = 70 and n eval = 1400000-was used in 20 independent runs.
The Table 6 compares the results from Experiment 3 with those presented by Hamida & Shoenauer [26] using a (100 + 300)-ES segregational selection scheme with an adaptive penalty and a niching strategy. They performed 31 independent runs comprising 5000 generations (n eval = 1500000) each.
The Tables 5 and 6 show that better results are obtained with the proposed adaptive steady-state GA using less function evaluations. The interested reader can find additional results in [2, 33, 27, 29] , and verify that they are not superior to those presented here.
Finally, in Table 7 we compare the results obtained with the parameter-less scheme proposed here, using popsize = 700, with those of Runarsson & Yao [8] , both with n eval = 350000. It must be observed that the results in Table 7 are the best in [8] (and probably the best in the evolutionary computation literature) and correspond to the choice P f = 0.45. However, one can see in [8] that slightly changing that parameter to P f = 0.475 produces changes in the second most relevant digit of the best values found for functions G6 and G10, and severely degrades the mean value for functions G1, G6 and G10. It is clear that our first results presented in this paper are very competitive. 
Conclusions
A new adaptive parameter-less penalty scheme which is suitable for implementation within steady-state genetic algorithms has been proposed in order to tackle constrained optimization problems. Its main feature, besides being adaptive and not requiring any parameter, is to automatically define a different penalty coefficient for each constraint. The scheme was introduced in a real-coded steady-state GA and, using available operators from the literature, produced results competitive with the best available in the EC literature, besides alleviating the user from the delicate and time consuming task of setting penalty parameters.
